
Are the assumptions made in

the EPA Health Risk Reduction

and Cost Analysis (HRRCA)

applicable/appropriate to/for

Arizona?

Cost Assumption

When evaluating the cost

assumptions, use results from

previous three assumptions (i.e.,

technology, sampling & analytical

methodology, and public health

risk reduction)

Expenses Needed to Comply with New Regulation

Compare the occurrence

above the MCL used by the

EPA in the contaminants

HRRCA to the occurrence

above the MCL in Arizona.

Does the unit cost

estimated by the EPA

match the current market

costs in Arizona?

What treatment technologies did

the EPA identify as "already in

place" in their cost assumptions?

Can the same assumption be

made for AWQS permit holders

(e.g., wastewater treatment)?

Were there any inhibitors to the

treatment technologies identified

in the technology assumptions

that would affect the cost of

treatment that were not

considered by the EPA?

Benefit Evaluation

Do studies indicate

additional treatment of

other contaminants will be

required as a result of the

treatment technology?

SDWA 300g-1(b)(5)(A)

Consider sampling frequency

in AWQS permitting

requirements. Is the sampling

more or less frequent than

required by the EPA under the

SDWA?

Compare the occurrence

above the MCL used by the

EPA in the contaminants

HRRCA to the occurrence

above the MCL in Arizona.

Has the EPA provided

sufficient evidence in

estimating the damages

avoided with exception of

human health?

Do the studies used in the public

health risk reduction assumptions

support the EPA's estimation of

losses avoided in well-being that

humans would have experienced

without regulatory action?

Are the costs provided by

EPA comprehensive and

account for all costs that

are anticipated to occur?

Do the costs estimated

by the EPA match the

current market costs in

Arizona?

Evaluate the costs

presented by the EPA using

the considerations above.

Make adjustments to the

costs accordingly. 

Based on the

adjusted costs, is the

 MCL appropriate for

an AWQS?

In certain circumstances,

contaminant level can

maximize health risk

reduction benefits at a cost

justified by the benefits

Do the costs

justify the

benefits?

Determination that

MCL is appropriate

as an AWQS

Determination that

MCL is inappropriate

as an AWQS

A4, SDWA 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i)(III)

*START*

From Technology and Sampling

& Analytical Methodology

Assumptions

*END*

Return to A.R.S.

49-223 A & B

Standard Work

Appropriateness

Determination Wing:

Costs Assumptions

3

A.R.S. 49-224(B) - "All

aquifers...shall be

classified for drinking

water protected use"

Consider costs of treatment

to WWTPs/Mines/ Industrial

Facilities and how these

may differ from the costs

used by the EPA

No

No

Yes

Yes


